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**The Unity of the Body - I urge you,**
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**NIV**

**Verse 1:**

I urge you, then, not to boasts among yourselves about **one** of you, since there are **two** things: **one** spirit, **one** body. **two** are called to one hope when you were called in the one hope of your calling; 5 **one** Lord, **one** faith, **one** baptism; 6 **one** God and **one** Father of **all**, who **is over all, through all, and in all**. **Note:** These verses are discussing the unity of the body of Christ, which is a central theme throughout Ephesians. The unity of the body is achieved through the leadership of the Holy Spirit and the unity of faith, baptism, and Fatherhood. This unity is an expression of the oneness of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. The calling of the body is to one hope, and the unity is achieved by the presence and work of the Holy Spirit. The apostle Paul emphasizes the importance of unity in the body of Christ, which is a reflection of the unity in the three persons of the Godhead.
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